
UNIT B     Lesson One

The Story of the Beginning

 Learn about the beginning of creation.

 Understand that Allah has always been, and 
He has no beginning.

 Discover that creation was created to be 
appreciated and admired.

 Realise that only human beings have the 
ability to truly admire and appreciate creation.

WHAT THIS LESSON IS ABOUT
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Complete the sentences using the list below.

angels   beautiful   perfect   Allah   earth    
Creator   heavens   Allah admire admired    
command

In the beginning there was nothing except ............. .

Allah then created creation because He is the ......... .

Allah first created the .................... , then the 
.................... and then the .................... .

Allah created creation .................... and 
.................... because He is Perfect and most 
Beautiful.

There was no one to .................... creation.

.................... has always been and will forever be.

Allah created creation by His ....................

Creation was created to be ....................

Word Play
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Trace the maze to see if you can describe these events. 
Or take help from the descriptions below.

Activity Time

1.   Allah made the earth, sun, moon, and stars.
2.   Allah made plants and animals.
3.   Allah created Adam  and Hawwa (Eve) and sent them to the garden of Paradise.
4.   Satan tricked them into eating from the forbidden tree.
5.   So Adam  and Hawwa (Eve) had to go down to the earth.There they had two 

sons, Habil and Qabil (or Abel and Cain).
6.   Qabil killed Habil out of jealousy. Allah sent a raven to let Qabil know how to bury 

his brother’s dead body.
7.   Allah sent the Prophet Nuh  to the earth with the message of truth.
8.   As the people did not listen, Allah commanded the Prophet Nuh  to built an ark.
9.   The Prophet Nuh  took aboard all believers a pair of every living thing.
10. Allah flooded the whole world.
11. The Prophet Nuh  and his followers in the ark were saved.
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The earth was most marvelous indeed, decorated with the 
most beautiful flowers and trees. There were birds and animals 
of every type, insects crawling and fish swimming, everything 
seemed just right.

Allah had chosen a creature who would rule over the earth, a 
unique creature like none had seen before. This creature Allah 
called man, and he would rule over all the land.

Allah named him Adam, the father of us all. Allah gave him 
knowledge and wisdom, and the 
talent to do every good thing.

Allah then told the angels, “I 
will make Adam inheritor. 
He will do My work on 
earth. And to do so I 
have given him qualities 
only I possess, and with 
these he will rule over the 
beautiful earth and all that 
is on it.” And so Allah, being 
the All- Knowing, gave Adam 

Story Time
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Teacher please sign below the appropriate cherry.

How does my teacher rate my performance in this 
lesson?

Score Card

Prayer—Dua when entering a Mosque

Allahummaftah li abwaba rahmatik.

O Allah, open for me the doors of  
Your mercy.
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